
Magnetize or demagnetize bits 
as you like.
Essential item for 
assembly factories!

For assembly factories
Contains 20 pieces of bit

Six items suitable for 
various work. 
For details, see the verso.

Utility Model Registered in Japan

You can open the cap and 
take out bits one by one.

Shaking allows you to 
take out bit.

Move the bit 
along with the 
lateral face of the 
slot and pull it up. 

Insert the bit into 
the center slot 
and pull it out. 

The bit is 
magnetized.

Magnetizer

BIT MAG BOTTLE

The bit is 
demagnetized.
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Twenty bits are stored
in a sturdy polyethylene 
bottle.

Six items suitable forDemagnetizing

Magnetizing
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BIT MAG BOTTLE

+2×  65mm ･･･20 pcs.
+2×110mm ･･･20 pcs.

415283
415284

5
5

Contents EDP No.
Inner Ctn.
（set）

+2×  65mm ･･･20 pcs.
+2×110mm ･･･20 pcs.

415285
415286

Contents EDP No.
Inner Ctn.
（set）

5
5

+2×  75mm ･･･20 pcs.
+2×100mm ･･･20 pcs.

415281
415282

Model No.

SMG14(+)2X65H
SMG14(+)2X110H

AMG14(+)2X65H
AMG14(+)2X110H

Model No.

BMG43(+)2X75H
BMG43(+)2X100H

Model No. Contents EDP No.
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BIT MAG BOTTLE

BIT MAG BOTTLE

BIT MAG BOTTLE

SAKISUBO Double Ended Bit

Double-Ended Bit (Type A)

Double-Ended Bit (Type B)

Bottle dimensions: 2x65H type: W53×D100×H111mm / 2x110 type: W53×D100×H153mm

Bottle dimensions: 2x65H type: W53×D100×H111mm / 2x110 type: W53×D100×H153mm

Bottle dimensions: 2x75H type: W53×D100×H111mm / 2x100 type: W53×D100×H153mm

Magnetic force declines due to vibration and heat when screwing. 
Since BIT MAG BOTTLE has a strong magnet built-in in the cap, the magnetization and 
demagnetization of the bit can be at will.
BIT MAG BOTTLE is efficient for screwing various machine screws, tapping a thin plate, 
assembling controller panels, constructing prefabricated houses, various equipment work, etc.

Features: Tip-end easy-view design; durability from the torsion 
                 effect on the construction incorporated in the bit.
Usage: Soft joint application like wooden screw work.

Features: Basic bit which is most popular in the assembly lines. 
Usage: Hard joint application like tapping work and machine screw.

Features: Basic bit which is most popular in the assembly lines. 
Usage: Hard joint application like tapping work and machine screw.

CAUTIONS

● Wear proper protective gears, such as protective goggles, while working. ● Do not use the tools for their unintended purposes.
● Make sure to use a right-sized driving bit for the screw. ● Do not apply unnecessary force when using the tools.
● Do not perform idle running with a bit or socket installed. ● Make sure to shut off the air input before installing or replacing a driving bit.
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